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There are 27 double mode RR Lyrae (RRd) stars known in the �eld of our Galaxy,without inluding fainter objets in the Galati Bulge or Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Szzy-gie l & Fabryky 2007, and referenes therein). The inidene ratio de�ned as a number ofRRd divided by number of RR is muh lower for the Galati �eld than for LMC whihmight suggest that there are still many RRd undisovered.Reently there have been several attempts to searh for RRd variables in the ASASdatabase of RR Lyrae stars, but the number of these objets is still very small. Thismay be a result of mislassi�ation between some of the lasses of stars with similar lighturve shapes, eg. RR and EC (Elipsing Contat) binaries, espeially at the dimmerend of the atalogue. Suh a possibility is even higher for RRd stars, beause ASAS usesonly one period in the lassi�ation proess (for details see Pojma�nski 2002) and anotherperiodiity just inreases apparent observational errors.The newly disovered RRd, namely ASAS 122801-2328.4, is suh a ase. In the ACVS(ASAS Catalogue of Variable Stars) it is lassi�ed as EC/RR objet with the periodof 0.721272 d and the maximum brightness of V=13.19 mag. Multiperiodi light urveanalysis of ASAS 122801-2328.4 reveals two pulsation modes with periods P0 = 0:484820d(fundamental) and P1 = 0:360634d (�rst overtone) and full amplitudes Amp0 = 0:28magand Amp1 = 0:44mag. The dominant pulsation mode is the �rst overtone, whih is theusual behaviour among double pulsators. The period ratio P1=P0 = 0:74385 is also rep-resentative of this group of variables.All the numbers are summarized in Table 1, and the light urves phased with both pulsa-tion periods are shown in Figure 1. These light urves were obtained in iterative proessof subtrating one mode while searhing for the other. Blue (solid) lines are �ts used inthat proess.

Table 1. Charateristis of the star ASAS 122801-2328.4Vmax [mag℄ 13.192MASS J, H, K [mag℄ 12.42, 12.17, 12.10P0 [days℄ 0.484820P1 [days℄ 0.360634Amp0 [mag℄ 0.28Amp1 [mag℄ 0.44
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Figure 1. Separated light urves for an overtone (top) and a fundamental (bottom) pulsation mode.
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